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On 31 January 2022, the UAE Ministry of Finance (MoF) announced the introduction of a 
federal corporate tax (CT) in the UAE that will be effective for financial years starting on or 
after 1 June 2023. 
The UAE CT regime will be based on international best practices, with a low / minimal 
compliance burden on businesses. 
High level details on the proposed CT regime are set out in the press release and the 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) published on the website of the MoF and the Federal 
Tax Authority. 
Further information is expected to be released by mid 2022.  

In detail
The UAE is looking to introduce a federal CT that will be effective for financial years 
starting on or after 1 June 2023.   

UAE CT will be applicable across all Emirates and will apply to all business and 
commercial activities alike, except for the extraction of natural resources, which will 
continue to be subject to Emirate level taxation. 

UAE CT will be applicable at the following rates: 

 

Free zone businesses will be within the scope of UAE CT and required to register and file 
a CT return, but will continue to benefit from CT holidays / 0% taxation if they comply 
with all regulatory requirements and do not conduct business with mainland UAE.

The press release and FAQs indicate that there will be a different tax rate for large 
multinationals that meet the criteria under ‘Pillar Two’ of the OECD Base Erosion and 
Profit Shifting project (i.e. that have consolidated global revenues above EUR 750m).

CT will be payable on the accounting net profit reported in the financial statements of the 
business, with minimal exceptions and adjustments. Tax losses incurred from the CT 
effective date can be carried forward to offset taxable income in future financial periods.

No UAE CT will apply to:  

● Employment income, income from real estate, income from savings, investment 
returns and other income earned by individuals in their personal capacity that is 
not attributable to a UAE trade or business;

● Dividends, capital gains and other investment returns earned by foreign investors.  

Exemption from UAE CT will be available for: 

● Capital gains and dividends earned from qualifying shareholdings; 
● Qualifying intra-group transactions and restructurings.

Domestic and cross border payments of interest, dividends, royalties and other payments 
will not attract a withholding tax in the UAE, and foreign tax credits will be available 
for taxation incurred by UAE businesses on income earned outside the UAE.

UAE CT will have to be filed electronically once for each financial period without a 
requirement for advance UAE CT payments on the basis of provisional tax returns. 

UAE group companies can form a tax group and file a single tax return for the entire 
group, and transfer tax losses to other members of the group. 

The UAE CT regime will have transfer pricing (TP) rules and documentation 
requirements in line with the OECD TP Guidelines. 

The Federal Tax Authority will be responsible for the administration, collection, and 
enforcement of CT.
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Taxable income UAE CT rate 
AED 0 - AED 375,000 0%
Above AED 375,000  9% 

The UAE announces the introduction of a federal corporate 
tax on business profits

https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/media/materials/News/Pages/31012022.aspx
https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/resourcesAndBudget/Pages/faq.aspx
https://www.tax.gov.ae/en/Corporate%20Tax/vat%20topics%20Corporate%20Tax%20TOPICS/What-is-Corporate-Tax
https://www.tax.gov.ae/en/Corporate%20Tax/vat%20topics%20Corporate%20Tax%20TOPICS/What-is-Corporate-Tax


Initial insights and observations (1/2)

Type of corporate tax system

Based on the press release and FAQs, we expect the UAE CT system to be a residence-based CT regime that taxes the 
worldwide profits of UAE resident businesses, and only the UAE-sourced business income of non-residents. This 
approach would be consistent with most other countries.

Where a business is resident for CT purposes would typically be determined based on the place of incorporation  / 
registration (legal seat), or the place of effective management and control of the business. 

Effective date 

UAE CT will apply to financial periods beginning on or after 1 June 2023. As most businesses have a calendar financial 
year (1 January - 31 December), the majority of UAE businesses would become subject to UAE CT from 1 January 
2024 onwards.  As not all UAE businesses currently prepare financial records, we expect that their default financial period 
for UAE CT purposes will be set at the Gregorian calendar year (1 January - 31 December).     

Tax rate 

A statutory tax rate of 9% coupled with an exemption for qualifying dividends and capital gains and other measures to 
prevent double taxation would place the UAE’s CT regime amongst the most competitive in the world. The UAE would 
have the lowest CT rate of all Middle East countries, with the exception of Bahrain which thus far has not announced 
any corporate tax regime changes in response to the call for a global minimum effective tax rate. 

A 0% CT rate for taxable income up to AED 375,000 should support small & medium sized businesses, and start ups.   

Taxation of individuals 

The UAE is not looking to introduce a personal income tax. We understand that UAE CT will not apply to individuals 
and their personal income (e.g., salary, dividends, capital gains, income from real estate holdings etc.), with the exception 
of business income earned by individuals who hold (or are required to have) a commercial licence or permit in the UAE. 

For individuals who undertake a commercial, industrial and/or professional activity in the UAE, we would expect that a 
separation between business and personal assets and activities will need to be made. 

Taxation of non-residents 

The press release and FAQs imply that the UAE will not impose corporate tax or withholding tax on foreign 
companies and individuals that invest in or make loans to UAE businesses, or who otherwise earn income that is not 
related to a “trade or business conducted in the UAE in an ongoing or regular manner”. 

We assume this means that the UAE CT regime will only tax foreign companies and individuals that have a 
‘permanent establishment’ in the UAE, and we would expect the UAE to design its domestic ‘taxable presence’ rules in 
line with international practice and the definition of ‘permanent establishment’ in the latest OECD Model Tax Convention.

Free Zones

Free Zone businesses will be able to continue to benefit from existing Free Zone CT holidays / 0% taxation regimes, 
provided they comply with all regulatory requirements and do not conduct business with mainland UAE. The press release 
and FAQs do not confirm for how long the Free Zone tax regimes will be grandfathered, which may mean that the existing 
Free Zone tax holiday periods (which range between 5 and 50 years) will be respected.

Taxable income 

UAE CT will be payable on the accounting net profit / income of UAE businesses as per their financial statements 
prepared in accordance with IFRS or other international financial accounting standards recognised in the UAE, subject to 
certain adjustments for UAE CT purposes. Where a business is loss making, no UAE CT would be payable, and losses 
can be carried forward to offset taxable income in subsequent financial periods.

Deductible expenses 

We would expect a ‘business use’ criteria to apply, where ordinary and necessary expenses incurred by a business for 
the production of taxable income should generally be tax deductible. Given the UAE CT regime will exempt certain types 
of income (e.g. qualifying dividends and capital gains), we expect that expenses related to such exempt income will not be 
deductible for UAE CT purposes. 
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Initial insights and observations (2/2) 

Interest expenses 

As a member of the OECD Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (‘BEPS’), the UAE CT regime may 
introduce rules on the deductibility of interest that follow the recommended approach in OECD BEPS Action 4. This 
would limit the deduction of interest and other financial payments to between 10% and 30% of the taxable EBITDA 
(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization) of a UAE business or group, subject to exemptions like 
banks and insurance companies.

Tax losses 

Most jurisdictions allow businesses to carry forward tax losses to reduce taxable income in subsequent financial 
periods. Generally, such tax loss carry-forward rules have anti-abuse provisions that restrict the use of tax losses in the 
event of a (significant) change in ownership of the business coupled with a change in the activity of the business. 
Furthermore, in some countries tax losses expire if they have not been used within a certain time period. 

Given the reference to “generous loss utilisation rules”, we expect that UAE tax losses can be carried forward indefinitely or 
for at least a period of five years, and that the quantum of tax loss relief will not be subject to significant restrictions.

Tax group 

The press release and FAQs mention that UAE group companies can form a tax group (‘fiscal unity’) and file a single 
(consolidated) tax return for the entire group. Generally, the ability to form a tax group (‘fiscal unity’) for CT purposes is 
subject to minimum (common) ownership requirements that range from 95% - 100%. We expect the UAE CT regime to 
impose similar (common) ownership requirements. 

Group relief 

We understand that the UAE CT regime will allow for intra group transactions, mergers, and reorganisations to be 
undertaken tax neutrally, and allow group companies to utilise the tax losses of other group entities to reduce their 
taxable profits. Internationally, minimum (common) ownership requirements for group relief range from 75% to 100%. We 
expect the UAE CT regime to impose similar (common) ownership requirements. 

Exemptions 

Leading international financial centers and headquarter locations such as the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and 
Singapore offer tax exemptions for dividends and capital gains derived from qualifying shareholdings. Broadly, such 
regimes require the shareholding to meet certain conditions such as a minimum ownership threshold (5%-10%), a minimum 
holding period (12-24 months) and other conditions. We expect the UAE CT regime to have similar requirements. 

Further, in line with UAE’s double tax treaties, we would expect the UAE CT regime to exempt foreign branch profits or to 
allow for a tax credit for tax paid in the foreign branch country.

BEPS 2.0

As a member of the OECD Inclusive Framework on BEPS, we expect that the UAE will actively adopt and implement the 
‘Pillar One’ and ‘Pillar Two’ proposals, including the introduction of a global minimum effective tax rate of 15% for large 
multinationals (referred to as the “GloBE” rules).

The Subject to Tax Rule (‘STTR’) under Pillar Two allows developing countries to levy a ‘top-up’ tax on certain related party 
payments where the recipient company in its home jurisdiction is not subject to a tax rate of at least 9% on those payments. 
With a statutory UAE CT rate of 9%, UAE businesses may not face a foreign top-up tax under the STTR.

According to the press release and FAQs, the UAE CT regime will have a different tax rate for large multinationals that 
meet specific criteria set with reference to 'Pillar Two' of the OECD BEPS project. We assume this means that the UAE will 
adopt a minimum 15% CT rate or a Qualified Domestic Minimum Top Up Tax for entities that are part of a 
multinational group with annual global consolidated revenues above €750m.

Economic Substance Regulations

It is currently unclear what impact the proposed UAE CT regime will have on the requirement for UAE businesses that carry 
out “Relevant Activities” to maintain and demonstrate an adequate ‘economic presence’ in the UAE and to comply with 
annual notification and reporting obligations. With a statutory CT rate of 9%, there is a possibility that UAE businesses 
may no longer be required to comply with Economic Substance Requirements, with the exception of Free Zone 
Businesses that continue to benefit from Free Zone tax holidays / 0% taxation. 
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Takeaway and next steps

The key features of the proposed UAE CT regime such as a 0% CT for small businesses and startups, exemptions for 
UAE based headquarters and international business hubs, no taxation on foreign direct investment, no taxation on 
personal income, and a minimal compliance burden for businesses should strengthen the UAE’s position as a global hub 
for business and investment and a leading international financial center.

With a 9% statutory tax rate and exemptions and reliefs (that we understand will be based on international best practice) 
the UAE CT regime should remain one of the most competitive in the world. The UAE would also continue to offer the 
most competitive CT regime in the region, with Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar 
imposing CT at rates between 10% to 35% (Bahrain currently does not have a broad based CT regime). 

The introduction of a UAE CT regime would enable the UAE to adopt and implement the OECD BEPS 2.0 measures to 
address the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the global economy, and the introduction of a global 
minimum tax rate for large multinationals.

Whilst the press release and FAQs provide helpful information on the expected key features of the proposed UAE CT 
regime, further specifics and technical details will be needed for businesses to assess the impact and their readiness for 
the new UAE CT regime. We understand that further information is expected to be made available by mid 2022, which 
would give UAE businesses at least 12 months to get ready.    

Next steps 

The introduction of UAE CT will have an impact on the tax and compliance costs of most UAE businesses. Businesses 
will require clear identification of the tax implications and available optimisation / mitigation strategies, and any required 
changes to their corporate structure, operating model(s), finance / tax function, reporting systems, legal agreements, and 
TP policies to ensure compliance with the new UAE CT regime. It is important that businesses evaluate the impact of the 
introduction of UAE CT early on and proactively plan for a smooth implementation. 

Implementation 
• Amend contracts and other legal agreements
• Review and implement necessary TP policies
• Implement changes to legal / organisational structure 
• Obtain clarifications / tax rulings
• Apply for CT groups / exemptions 
• Amend tax function and tax governance framework. 
• Implement system changes / updates 

Impact assessment 
• Initial assessment of the anticipated 

impact of the introduction of CT and 
TP on the basis of the existing legal 
and operational structure 

• A systems review focused on the 
data that is generally required for CT 
and TP compliance and how this 
data is currently captured in the 
system(s)

February 2022 - Mid 2022

Now

Before 1 June / 31 
December 2023

Mid - end of 2022

Upon and post 
implementation

Implementation plan
• Develop an implementation roadmap, outlining the project timeline and steps to be taken to address the introduction of 

CT and TP in the UAE
• Identify the relevant departments and stakeholders in your organisation who should be involved / consulted 

Detailed analysis
• Detailed analysis of the impact of UAE CT and TP on your business 
• Identify possible uncertain CT positions and key decision points 
• Identify restructuring and optimisation opportunities to minimise administrative complexities and UAE CT cost
• Perform fit / gap analysis to identify required system changes to meet financial information and CT compliance 

requirements  
• Perform TP risk and opportunity analysis to identify the changes required from a transfer policy standpoint

Registration, compliance, etc.
• CT registrations 
• Submit applications for tax groups and exemptions
• Prepare and submit CT returns 
• Prepare and submit TP documentation 
• Tax accounting / provisioning support

1.
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4.
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If you have not yet considered the impact of the UAE CT on your business, we would be happy to 
assess your position and guide you as to what actions are required to make sure you are ready to 
comply with CT once it becomes effective. 

Should you have any questions, we have a designated team who will be able to assist you. You can 
reach us by emailing CT.UAE@pwc.com or completing this form.

Kenny Hawsey

Senior Advisor, Energy, Utilities and Mining 
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